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The diachrony of verb valence is severely underresearched. This state of research is not improving 

given that construction grammarians underestimate valence as some sort of idiomatized construc-

tion. From the grammarian’s view, however, valence is case and semantic role government mainly 

by verbs, but, principally, also by other word classes. In other words, valence is classification of re-

write rules according to the criteria of morphological case, semantic role, and also of necessary vs. 

optional governees/actants. Eventive typing (also in terms of aspect and Aktionsart valuation) is 

usually not included in valence classification, although it would be a valuable additional character-

ization. Valence thus includes not only quantitative, but also qualitative selection: a verb is charac-

terized as to how many governees/actants are governed. This includes also the selection of the 

event types (of the Vendler type and beyond): deep case types, or semantic roles, in the sense of 

Fillmore 1968.  

 It is necessary to assign immediately the role that the verb-listed actant assumes in the va-

lence frame: Thus, for example, cut selects an AGENT and a THEME/UNDERGOER (that which un-

dergoes, or experiences, the event denoted by the verb) as in the structural frame: 

AGENT[__THEME/UNDERGOER] given that English is SVO and separates subject and object posi-

tions. The equivalent structure for German schneiden or Dutch snijden is AGENT[THEME/ UNDER-

GOER__] since German and Dutch are underlyingly SOV. Notice that the question whether AGENT 

or THEME is assigned the position of external argument/ subject in the valence frame can be derived 

from a universal relational hierarchy (valid for the NOMINATIVE-ACCUSATIVE L-type, but not for the 

ERGATIVE L-type) according to which AGENT has always priority over any other semantic role in 

the simple clause.  

 The diachrony of valence includes variation in time of valence typology in a single L as 

well as in L-types. Such valence diachrony can occur within one specific L and through L-contact 

(as in the case of pidginization or more or less related processes such as the Romanization of Old 

English in the historical period of the Norman invasion).  In the list below we sketch processes of 

diachronic valence change. 

 

Inexhaustive list of possible paths of diachronic valence research: 
What can be expected in the diachrony of valence? 

 Quantitative valence may change 

 Qualitative valence may change 

 Morphological case may change: In German, genitive valence has massively given way to 

other cases, predominantly to accusative. The question is whether old genitive valence has 
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anything to do with the partitive genitive (which occurred as a paradigmatic valence option) 

or whether it was a case semantics in its own right and status being lost in the further 

course. 

 Since valence selection may be organized paradigmatically (case morphology contingent 

also upon aspectual value of (verbal) complement or on the choice between features such as 

[human/animate]) or syntagmatically (either independent of, or contingent upon, linear 

position in the clause as in Modern English) a shift from paradigmatic to syntagmatic may 

be a diachronic choice also. 

 

Additional questions are: 

 Since massive syntactic (multiple) fusion of (directional) prepositions (an/ab/vor/zu/auf/ 

unter/über etc.), on the one hand, and aspectual ge- and simple verbs took place (ver-/ab-

/vor-/bei-zer-/über-/unterREDEN) the question rises to which systematic extent this influ-

enced the valence of the new fused verbs. In particular, did the prepositions – themselves a 

governing category – merge their valence into the resulting fusional complex?  

 Since prepositional fusion resulted in either (non-focal) prefixal or (focal) particle com-

plexes, and since certain prepositions only yielded focused prefixal morphemes (ver-

SPRECHEN “promise”  vs. VORsprechen “drop in on”; *anSPRECHEN-ANsprechen), the differ-

ent results may require different systematic explanations. 

 What is behind the generality of directional preposition+verb fusion, but not stative prepos-

ition+verb? 

 Is it possible to explain case in terms of features and clear form-function relations in the 

vein of Jakobson 1957? 

 Is there any systematics behind case selection of verba deponentia? Consider Latin utor+ 

ABLATIVE, which taken by its diathetic form should represent the original AGENT, but 

which, in fact, represents the  direct object of the deponens verb. 

 Speaking in terms of paradigms, how do languages encode causatives as opposed to decau-

satives, transitives as opposed to detransitives,  

 Has there cross-diachronically been a blockade for doubling identical case forms? Consider 

German jemanden.ACC etwas.ACC lehren; jemanden.ACC etwas.ACC kosten, which are strict-

ly evaded in the spoken dialects. Does this mean that morphological case raises semantic 

images which are un-alignable with one another in a single clause? But consider also Latin 

aliquem.ACC Latinam linguam.ACC discere, which was valid thruout Classical Latin (but 

perhaps not in late vulgar Latin?). 

 What L-contact did and does with valence is an unwritten chapter on this topic. Contribu-

tions from pidgins and creoles would be highly welcome. This applies equally to French in-

fluence in the period of ME.  

 Given the common insight that under L-contact (i.e. with pidginization and creolization) 

grammar is transferred to the recipient L a lot less than semantic-lexical information, what 

role does semantic valence play in the emerging language? Does it influence linearization in 

a systematic way (linearization aligning with hierarchies of semantic roles)? 

 Bare datives and the pertinent prepositional constituents (as in English): simply linear align-

ment or semantic difference?   

 Is there a particular role laid aside for the reflexive pronominal, either full or as a grammat-

ical suffix, influencing valence emergence synchronically and diachronically? The case of 

deponens verbs and their semantic case distribution. 

 Finally, are there instances of morphological valence encoding that are interacting with 

phonemic syllable status vs. desyllabification due to phonetic changes?  

 



We invite workshop contributions in the spirit of, but also beyond, the list hereabove. 
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